
The ULTILadder rear door ladder is designed to allow access to the roof of the van, enabling loads to be securely 
fastened into position without unnecessary strain.

The ULTILadder has been designed by expert engineers who have studied the different makes and models of vans on the 
marketplace to create rear door ladders that are bespoke to the van. An upgrade to our current rear door ladder offering, the 
new brackets have been redesigned to sit in line with the curvature of the rear door to ensure a flush and perfect fit. 
Manufactured from steel, the brackets are heavy duty and ensure the ladders can hold a weight of 140kg.

Constructed from lightweight yet robust Anodised Aluminium, the ULTILadder offers an extremely heavy duty and hard-wearing Constructed from lightweight yet robust Anodised Aluminium, the ULTILadder offers an extremely heavy duty and hard-wearing 
solution. With the handrails powder coated in a black finish, the powder coat provides anti-corrosive properties to prevent rust, 
whilst also giving the ULTILadder a sleek and modern look. 

•  Weatherproof and durable design
•  Hard-wearing 
•  Bespoke to all major vans
•  Anti-corrosive
•  Steel brackets and aluminium extrusion
•  Quick and easy to assemble
•  Clear vehicle specific fitting instructions•  Clear vehicle specific fitting instructions
•  Comes pre-assembled
•  5, 6 or 7 step ladder available 

ULTILADDER FEATURES
WHY CHOOSE VAN GUARD ACCESSORIES?

45+ years in British 
manufacturing

In-house design and 
manufacturing

Extensive research 
and design setup

Customer Service 
support

Next working day 
delivery available

Leading supplier of van 
accessories
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a heavy duty and 
hard-wearing 
solution to easily 
access the roof
of the van
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The ULTILadder comes pre-assembled, which means all 
that is required is the attachment to the vehicle. 

With an assembly time of only 20 minutes and vehicle 
specific detailed fitting instructions, it couldn’t be easier to 
attach to the van. 

Combining both strength and style, the ULTILadder Combining both strength and style, the ULTILadder 
provides a modern solution for easily accessing the roof of 
the van.

The ULTILadder is available in 5, 6, and 7 step 
configurations, with bespoke fitting brackets for most 
major van models on the market. 

DIFFERENT LENGTH LADDERS AVAILABLE 
DEPENDING ON HEIGHT OF VAN
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